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The molecular mechanisms underlying the processes 

 of neoplasia and the development of the malignant 

 phenotype are generally well understood today. It is 

fair to say that cancer is no longer enigmatic, but still extre‑

mely complicated. In the midst of the plethora of specific 

molecular alterations and mechanisms, all now mapped as 

individual components in cancer development, certain ge‑

neral trends seem to link otherwise scattered information to‑

gether. In the excellent review by Hanahan & Weinberg (1), six 

essential alterations in cell‑tissue physiology were identified 

as collective hallmarks of the malignant phenotype, albeit 

through different mechanisms: Self‑sufficiency in growth‑

signalling, insensitivity to growth‑inhibitory signals, evasion 

of apoptosis, limitless replicative potential, sustained angio‑

genesis, and tissue invasion. In a more recent, also excellent 

review by Vogelstein & Kinzler (2), eight different cell biolo‑

gical pathways were identified through which most if not all 

elements of molecular carcinogenesis converge. Interesting‑

ly, all eight pathways are somewhat related to or sensitive to 

the interaction between cell and microenvironment. 

The present review highlights new information about 

common characteristics of the malignant phenotype with 

special emphasis on the interactions between cancer cells 

and their surroundings. But before we start on the epige‑

netics of cancer, a brief update on current knowledge of the 

genetic background will be presented.

Cancer as a disorder of genes

The common feature of all cancers is that they are the result 

of somatic mutations. Hundreds of different gene mutations 

involved in cancer development have been identified in the 

past decade. Some are subtle intragenic mutations, others 

are the result of gross chromosomal rearrangements. Some 

inherited gene defects, which are almost entirely small dis‑

crete lesions affecting only single base pairs, increase the 

risk of eventual cancer development close to certainty. Yet 

full‑grown cancer is always the result of accumulation of se‑

veral different somatic mutations in a single original cell. In 

humans no solitary gene defect can alone transform a nor‑

mal cell to a malignant tumour cell, whereas more short‑

lived creatures such as mice, whose median life‑expectancy 

outside the protective environment of a research laboratory 

is three months, can develop malignancy by activation of 

only 1‑2 oncogenes.

Many different carcinogenic mutations affect the same 

central growth regulatory pathways, which by the resul‑

ting defects promote the ability of cells to acquire autono‑

mous growth. So differently altered genotypes can lead to 

the same end result: Fatal defects in growth control. Conse‑
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quently, the malignant phenotype can be the result of muta‑

tions in different genes, and each individual patient tumour 

is a composite result of a unique combination of genetic al‑

terations. The fact that 1) no single gene mutation can drive 

the development of cancer in humans, and 2) each patient 

tumour has a unique gene mutation profile, together confers 

the major obstacles for cancer therapy directed at the cause 

of the disease. 

Three types of genes are affected in multistage carcino‑

genesis: Oncogenes, tumour suppressor genes and stability 

genes. 

Oncogenes are genes that are mutated in a way that ren‑

ders the gene product more active and confer a selective 

growth advantage to the cell. For example, tyrosine kinase 

growth factor receptors on the surface on the cell membrane 

normally transfer binding of a growth factor at the outer 

surface to a growth signal in the cell. In some cancers the 

growth factor receptor is mutated in a way that renders the 

inside signaling independent of growth factor binding. As a 

result the cell receives constant growth signal, independent 

of the amount of growth factor in the surroundings.Tumour 

suppressor genes are mutated in a way that reduces the ac‑

tivity of the gene product. Tumour suppressor genes and 

oncogenes drive the neoplastic process through stimulation 

of cell growth and inhibition of cell death and cell cycle ar‑

rest. Mutation in the third gene type, the stability genes, has 

a quite different physiological effect. Their gene products 

are involved in the repair of accidental gene defects that oc‑

cur during DNA replication, mitosis or exposure to muta‑

gens. When these repair genes are inactivated, the rate of 

mutations in all genes goes up, since defects are no longer 

properly repaired. The genetic instability and increased sus‑

ceptibility to mutations in tumour cell that follows, results 

in the continuous development of new mutations. As a con‑

sequence clones of tumour cells with different gene profiles 

and phenotypes develop. At the time a tumour reaches de‑

tectable size, heterogeneity is a primary characteristic (Fig. 

1A). Each single cancer cell contains mutations in multiple 

genes, gross chromosomal abnormalities, and widespread 

changes in its gene expression profile. 

Tumour microenvironment

Aside from the tumour cells, most solid tumours also con‑

sists of varying fractions of different non‑malignant stromal 

cells. These cells participate in the formation of a unique 

microenvironment and have influence on the malignant be‑

haviour of the tumour. An important example is the endo‑

thelial cells of tumour blood vessels, which will be further 

discussed in the angiogenesis section below. Fibroblasts 

and the collagen‑rich extra cellular matrix they produce are 

often a very prominent part of tumours, as exemplified in 

breast cancer, where tumour cells most often are nested as 

small islets of cells in an abundant collagen‑rich stroma (Fig. 

1B). Activated tumour fibroblasts are not just passive by‑

standers in the tumourigenic process but can actively parti‑

cipate in the tumourigenesis through their interactions with 

the tumour cells (3,4). Another important component of the 

microenvironment is the inflammatory cells. Many cancers 

arise from sites of infection, chronic irritation and inflam‑

mation (5). The degree of chronic inflammatory cell infil‑

tration in tumour tissue is variable between tumour types 

and from patient to patient, but often a very prominent in‑

filtration with T‑lymphocytes and macrophages is seen (Fig. 

1A). These inflammatory cells and their chemokines and cy‑

tokines, regulate the growth, migration and differentiation 

of all cell types in the tumour microenvironment, including 

the tumour cells, fibroblasts, and endothelial cells and also 

orchestrate changes in the extracellular matrix.

Fig. 1. A: Well‑differentiated 
squamous cell carcinoma 
from the oral cavity. The 
morphology of tumour cells 
(t) is heterogenous. In the 
stroma (s) surrounding the 
islets of tumour cells, in‑
flammatory cell infiltration 
is seen. B: Adenocarcinoma 
mammae. Islet of tumour 
cells (blue asterixes) are 
nested in a collagen‑rich 
stroma (black asterixes). 
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Tumour associated macrophages (TAM) 

Macrophages are released from the bone marrow as imma‑

ture monocytes and circulate in the blood before extravasa‑

tion into tissues where they differentiate into macrophages. 

Dependent on the local microenvironment, the macropha‑

ges develop specific phenotypes. Macrophages perform a 

multitude of functions essential for tissue remodeling, in‑

flammation and immune responses. Tumour associated ma‑

crophages (TAM) have gained considerable interest, both 

for their pro‑tumourigenic action (Fig. 2) as well as for their 

role as antigen‑presenting cells in the cytotoxic immune re‑

sponse to tumour cells. High counts of TAM in patient tu‑

mour biopsies are linked to poor prognosis in the majority 

of studies (6,7), suggesting that the pro‑tumour function of 

macrophages is dominating over their role as immune sti‑

mulatory cells in many cancers. 

As support for this concept is has recently been shown 

that inhibition of macrophage recruitment to tumours can 

suppress the growth of mammary tumours (8), and that the 

interaction between tumour cells and macrophages facilitate 

the migration and invasiveness of tumour cells (7,9). 

Macrophages accumulate in hypoxic areas of solid tu‑

mours (10), like they accumulate in hypoxic and necrotic 

areas in other diseases such as atherosclerotic plaques or 

arthritic joints. In the hypoxic areas the TAM provide a 

number of trophic functions that promote tumour progres‑

sion, invasiveness and metastasis. Growth factors and che‑

mokines from TAM provide proliferative and survival sig‑

nals to tumour cells. Proteases secreted from TAM promote 

tumour invasion by breaking down basement membranes 

and remodeling the stromal matrix. This breakdown and re‑

modeling of extracellular matrix components is pivotal for 

tumour cells to migrate into the surroundings. TAM stimu‑

late angiogenesis in at least three ways: 1) They secrete im‑

portant angiogenic factors like VEGF and angiopoietins. 2) 

The proteases produced by TAM are not only necessary for 

tumour cell migration but also necessary for endothelial cell 

moving into the tumour tissue as part of the angiogenic pro‑

cess. 3) TAM recruit other hematopoetic cells with similar 

production of angiogenic factors and proteases, like mast 

cells and neutrophils ‑ through their production of cytoki‑

nes. Finally, macrophages can also promote tumourigenesis 

and tumour progression through their generation of muta‑

gens as by‑product of their production of reactive oxygen 

and nitrogen radicals. 

Angiogenesis. 

In order to grow, solid tumours are dependent on access to 

blood vessels to acquire an adequate supply of oxygen and 

nutrients and to remove waste products. In most tumours 

this access is dependent on the formation of a tumour vascu‑

lature by angiogenesis, i.e. formation of new vessels through 

outgrow from the existing vasculature (11,12). Important 

exceptions to this rule of angiogenesis‑dependence seem 

to exist; low‑malignant astrocytomas can grow by co‑opt‑

ing the existing vasculature, infiltrating the brain along the 

vessels (13). A minor fraction of non‑small cell lung carcino‑

mas showed a clear alveolar vascular pattern with no sign 

of angiogenesis, likely to represent tumour‑exploitation of 

the existing vasculature (14). Interestingly, in both gliomas 

and NSCLC the prognosis of the patients with non‑angiogen‑

ic tumours are better than their angiogenic counterparts. 

In normal tissue a delicate balance exist between pro‑an‑

giogenic factors and anti‑angiogenic factors (Fig. 3). At some 

point of tumour development, a shift towards overweight of 

pro‑angiogenic factors is seen, which leads to sprouting of 

new vessels from existing ones. In many tumours this is an 

early event, and angiogenesis is often seen even at a prein‑

vasive, carcinoma in situ stage of the disease (15). Angio‑ 

genic stimulators are produces by both tumour cells and 

stromal cells. The most potent family of pro‑angiogenic fac‑

tors is the VEGF family (Vascular Endothelial Growth Fac‑

tor) and VEGFs are crucial for both physiological and patho‑

logical angiogenesis (16,17). VEGF is very often upregulated 

Fig. 2. Monocytes recruited to the tumour environment can 

either develop into antigen‑presenting dendritic cells invol‑

ved in the immune response against tumour cells, or they 

can differentiate into pro‑tumour macrophages that produce 

various growth factor, cytokines and proteases which stimu‑

late and support the tumour gowth and progression. This 

type of macrophages are often found accumulating in the 

hypoxic areas of the tumour.
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in cancer. This upregulation can happen as a consequence 

of oncogenic signaling, via hypoxia induced expression, 

and also via accumulation of VEGF producing inflammatory 

cells in the tumour. 

Tumour angiogenesis differs significantly from normal 

angiogenesis. Normal physiological angiogenesis is a tightly 

regulated process with a complex interplay between differ‑

ent angiogenic factors, proteases etc, with synergistic effect 

of some combinations of angiogenic factors, and antagonistic 

effect of other combinations (18). In tumours the tight regu‑

lation of angiogenesis through control of pro‑ and anti‑ang‑

iogenic factors, proteases etc. is lost, and the resulting tumour 

vessels are structurally and functionally abnormal. Loss of 

the normal hierarchical structure of arterioles, capillaries 

and venoles is characteristic, and blood vessels are tortuous, 

dilated or even saccular, and with blind ending buds. Abnor‑

mal branching patterns are also seen (Fig. 4). Besides being a 

pro‑angiogenic factor, VEGF is also a permeability factor for 

endothelial cells, and tumour vessels are often very leaky. In 

normal tissue angiogenesis the new‑formed vessels rapidly 

mature and become stable. This is not the case in tumours 

where large fractions of the newly formed vessel are imma‑

ture and lack the normal pericyte coating. These immature 

vessels depend on continuous  growth factor stimulation in 

order not to regress, which may explain why anti‑angiogen‑

ic therapy not only cause decreased angiogenesis but also 

sometimes lead to vascular regression in tumours (19).

Two important epigenetic characteristics of cancers

As a result of the highly irregular outline of the tumour va‑

sculature, regions of relative or absolute hypoperfusion are 

predominant in solid tumours. Especially in large bulky tu‑

Fig. 3. A: Angiogenesis is regulated by a variety of activators and inhibitors – only a few of which are listed above. In general, the 

balance between the level of activators and inhibitors dictates whether the vessel endothelium will be in an angiogenic state or 

quiescent. B: In a number of other diseases besides cancer, excess angiogenesis plays a distinct role in the pathological process. C: 

Inadequate angiogenesis can be a complicating factor in wound healing and ischemic lesions.
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mours is central necrosis frequent. This is generally ascribed 

to lack of co‑ordination between stromal, i.e. vascular, and 

neoplastic cell growth, leading to chronic hypoxia and ulti‑

mate starvation of insufficiently vascularized central parts 

of the growing tumour. Similarly, on a microscopical level, 

small necrotic foci are usually scattered around cancer tis‑

sues, according to now classic (pre‑angiogenesis) theory as a 

result of the intercapillary distance exceeding twice the dif‑

fusion distance of molecular oxygen (20). New insight link‑

ing molecular and physiological events regarding tumour 

hypoxia has placed this phenomenon or characteristic as a 

key regulator of the malignant phenotype, as will be discus‑

sed in more detail below.

Interstitial fluid pressure (IFP)

Another curious effect of the vascular de‑arrangement of 

solid tumours is interstitial hypertension, or increased in‑

terstitial fluid pressure (IFP).  IFP is the hydrostatic pressure 

in the interstitial space. In normal tissues this is usually be‑

tween ‑1 to 2 mm Hg, whereas in a large range of tumours 

examined in patients as well as in experimental model sy‑

stems in rodents, values of around 20 mm  Hg, and someti‑

mes even higher (40‑60 mm Hg), are consistently recorded 

(21‑23). Abnormalities in the pressure homeostatic triangu‑

lar balance between hydrostatic and oncotic pressure gra‑

dients and the lymphatic drainage (Fig. 5), adds up to the 

resultant pan‑tumoural increase in IFP (24).

The outwardly directed hydrostatic pressure gradient is 

sensitive to changes in the perfusion pressure, and increa‑

ses proportional to the increased geometric flow resistance 

in solid tumours. Blood vessel leakiness account for in‑ 

creased extravasation of macromolecules into the intersti‑

tium of solid tumours, resulting in a reduced oncotic gradi‑

ent. Non‑functional tumoural lymphatics fail to level off the 

net surplus of transvascular fluid transport, which maintains  

a high pressure equilibrium. Finally, interstitial fibrosis and 

abnormal contraction of the interstitial matrix by activated 

stromal myofibroblasts can actively enhance the abnor‑

mally high IFP (25,26). The elevated IFP of solid tumours is 

associated with important reductions in the uptake of ma‑

cromolecular agents (27), and to some degree also low‑mo‑

lecular‑weight compounds such as paclitaxel and  5‑fluoracil 

(23). The latter is somewhat paradoxical since IFP primarily 

affects the convective transport, i.e. transport along a pres‑

sure gradient which is the principal mechanism for transfer 

of macromolecules and large particles, whereas small mo‑

Fig. 4. Blood vessels in an experimental glioblastoma. The 

vessels are abnormal with a high degree of variation in dia‑

meter, they are tortuous, and have an abnormal branching 

patterns (arrow) as well as blind‑ending buds. Lectin‑stain‑

ing, courtesy of Dr. Jørgen Rygaard.

Fig. 5. Starling’s law of filtration: The positive net difference 

between extravasation by hydrostatic forces and intravasa‑

tion by osmotic forces is balanced by the lymphatic drain‑

age. Abnormally high interstitial fluid pressure (IFP) can be 

a result of changes in all three parameters.
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lecules are distributed by diffusion which is relatively in‑

dependent on IFP.  So, the elevated IFP constitutes a key 

element of physiological resistance of tumours, i.e. lack of 

efficacy as a result of selectively reduced uptake of other‑

wise effective therapeutic agents. This is an important re‑

sistance mechanism which is distinctly different from the 

cellular drug resistance mechanisms associated with clonal 

selection pressure, induction of specific membrane pumps, 

or adaptive target modulation.

Tumour hypoxia

Two types of hypoxia are found in tumours: Acute, per‑

fusion limited, hypoxia and chronic, diffusion limited hyp‑

oxia. Acute hypoxia is the result of transient hypoperfusion, 

caused by vascular shot down by microthrombi or undue 

contractions. Chronic hypoxia prevails on the border be‑

tween normoxic tissues and necrosis, where the oxygen 

and nutrient supply is just about adequate to sustain cellular 

life, but not sufficient to permit proliferation and other more 

complex processes. Such chronically hypoxic cells represent 

a therapeutic problem due to their relative radioresistance 

and lack of sensitivity, especially to agents that target pro‑

liferating cells. Hypoxic regions thus constitute a sanctuary 

from which clonogenic cells are recruited following the suc‑

cessful destruction of less hypoxic tumour cells. The adver‑

se microenvironment of solid tumours bring on a general 

selection pressure towards more robust cellular phenotypes 

with lesser nutritive demands, and lower vulnerability  by 

changes in the extracellular pH and pO2.

In addition to the indirect shaping of the malignant phe‑

notype by clonal selection in an adverse environment (Fig 

6), seminal discoveries during the past decade have taught 

us how tumour hypoxia plays an active role in modulating 

the malignant phenotype by governing Hypoxia inducible 

factor 1 (HIF1), a master regulator of most if not all import‑

ant genes involved in propagating and maintaining malig‑

nancy (2,28). 

HIF1 is a transcription factor of mammalian cells. Its prime 

function is to help the cell survive reduced levels of oxygen, 

and to some extent also glucose. HIF1 is composed of two 

subunit, an ‑unit and a ß‑unit. HIF1‑ is constantly pro‑

duced and immediately degraded in the cytoplasm, as long 

as oxygen and VHL (Von Hippel Lindau protein – a classic 

tumour suppressor gene product) is present. In the absence 

of oxygen, or when VHL is inactivated, e.g. by mutation, 

HIF1 enter the nucleus and combines with HIF1ß, a consti‑

tutively expressed nucleic protein. The unified HIF1 induces 

expression of a plethora of genes all handy for survival in 

times of severe microenvironmental stress (Fig. 7). Angioge‑

nesis, glycolysis, vasodilatation, and many other processes 

and factors, as e.g. erythropoietin and loads of cytokines are 

all up‑regulated through HIF1. Even more recently is has be‑

come clear that HIF1 is central to all known important path‑

ways in malignancy, including regulation of apoptosis and 

p53, the very guardian of the genome and of others. In these 

years many new therapeutics under development have HIF1 

and other hypoxia dependent transcription factors as mo‑

lecular targets.  Also some established anticancer drugs act 

directly of the HIF1 pathway, which impacts their mode of 

action. This is the case with topothecan, whose antitumour 

effect is augmented by transient hypoxia, most likely via an 

inhibitory effect on the HIF (29,30).

Other evidence of the dominant role of hypoxia as prime 

Fig. 7. Cellular functions or functional gene classes regulated 

by HIF‑1. Adapted from Semenza (27).

Fig. 6. Tumour hypoxia drives many aspects of the malig‑

nant phenotype.
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regulator of phenotypical malignancy is persuasively pro‑

duced by experiments showing increased metastatic poten‑

tial of tumours, which were subjected to cycles of acute, hyp‑

oxic conditions before injection into rodents (31). 
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